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Abstract
The General Data Protecton Regulaton (GDPR) and the Police Directve (PD) have replaced the
Data Protecton Directve 1995 and the Framework Decision 2008 in the European Union (EU).
Both the EU and the Member States’ legislatve corpus needs to be in full compliance with these
new rules, also taking into account the jurisprudental standards developed by the European Court
of Justce and the European Court of Human Rights with respect to the fundamental rights to
privacy and data protecton. This artcle suggests that although the GDPR and the PD bring legal
consistency in the feld of data protecton throughout the EU and even globally, it might have a
negatve efect on the legal inconsistency vis-à-vis other felds of law.

1. Introducton
The General Data Protecton Regulaton (GDPR),[2] replacing[3] the Data Protecton Directve
(DPD) from 1995,[4] has come into efect in May 2018.[5] The newly adopted Police Directve (PD)
[6] specifes the data protecton rules for the police and other law enforcement authorites, and
repeals[7] the Framework Decision (FD) of 2008 as of May 2018.[8] Obviously, many European
Union (EU) documents, natonal laws and internatonal agreements are afected by the new data
protecton framework. Both the GDPR and the PD contain provisions on the reforms that need to
be taken by the EU and the Member States (MSs) and the efect both texts have on existng legal
instruments. The GDPR clarifes its relatonship[9] with the e-Privacy Directve[10] and with
previously concluded agreements,[11] and, more importantly, contains two substantve provisions
on the legislatve reforms that need to be initated.
First, it specifes that by May 2020, a review and evaluaton should be held, in which the
applicaton and functoning of the GDPR shall be assessed, in partcular in relaton to the rules on
the transfer of data to third countries and the rules on cooperaton and consistency.[12] Second, it
specifes that the Commission shall ‘if appropriate, submit legislatve proposals with a view to
amending other Union legal acts on the protecton of personal data, in order to ensure uniform
and consistent protecton of natural persons with regard to processing. This shall in partcular
concern the rules relatng to the protecton of natural persons with regard to processing by Union
insttutons, bodies, ofces and agencies and on the free movement of such data.’[13]
The Police Directve, which has the Member States as its main addressee,[14] is perhaps even
more explicit on the reforms that need to be initated. Stll, it specifes that the specifc provisions
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for the protecton of personal data in Union legal acts that came into force on or before 6 May
2016 in the feld of judicial cooperaton in criminal maters and police cooperaton, which regulate
processing between Member States and the access of designated authorites of Member States to
informaton systems established pursuant to the treates within the scope of the Directve, shall
remain unafected.[15] In additon, it makes clear that internatonal agreements involving the
transfer of personal data to third countries or internatonal organisatons, which were concluded
by Member States prior to 6 May 2016, and which comply with Union law as applicable prior to
that date, shall remain in force untl amended, replaced or revoked.[16]
There are two provisions on the specifc legislatve reforms that follow from the adopton of the
PD. First, by May 2020, there should be a review and evaluaton of the PD. Again, this review
should have special atenton for the rules on the transfer of personal data to third countries or
internatonal organisatons outside the EU.[17] Second, ‘Member States shall adopt and publish,
by 6 May 2018, the laws, regulatons and administratve provisions necessary to comply with this
Directve. They shall forthwith notfy to the Commission the text of those provisions. They shall
apply those provisions from 6 May 2018. When Member States adopt those provisions, they shall
contain a reference to this Directve or shall be accompanied by such a reference on the occasion
of their ofcial publicaton. Member States shall determine how such reference is to be made.’[18]
Consequently, there is a need to bring both the EU legislatve corpus and that of the Member
States in conformity with the GDPR and the PD. What is important to point out is that both
instruments menton in partcular the rules on the transfer of data to third countries. Obviously,
this focus has been spiralled by the recent European Court of Justce (ECJ) decision[19] on the safe
harbour[20] and the subsequent developments.[21] Because both privacy and data protecton are
contained in the EU’s Charter of Fundamental Rights (Charter)[22], and because the ECJ oversees
the respect for these fundamental rights, the queston whether the EU’s and Member State’s
legislatve corpus are in conformity with the data protecton rules and principles depends
ultmately on the ECJ’s interpretaton of the GDPR and the PD, and of the fundamental rights
contained in the Charter. The ECJ assesses the principles of proportonality and necessity and
determines whether certain provisions or legislatve documents might undermine the essence of
the right to privacy and data protecton. It can ultmately invalidate Directves and Regulatons.
In additon, the Charter specifes that it ‘contains rights which correspond to rights guaranteed by
the Conventon for the Protecton of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, the meaning and
scope of those rights shall be the same as those laid down by the said Conventon. This provision
shall not prevent Union law providing more extensive protecton.’[23] Consequently, not only the
Schrems decision, but also cases like the Tele2,[24] Digital Rights Ireland[25] and Google Spain[26]
should be taken into account when bringing the laws and instruments into conformity with the
data protecton rules and principles. In additon, Member States also have to adhere to the
decisions of the European Court of Human Rights on maters concerning Artcle 8 of the European
Conventon on Human Rights (ECHR),[27] containing the right to privacy. All members of the EU
are also members of the Council of Europe’s ECHR.[28] Like the ECJ, the ECtHR has been very
outspoken on the processing of personal data, inter alia in its recent Zakharov[29] and the Szábo &
Vissy cases.[30]
This means that there is a very complex web of rules, standards and jurisprudental principles that
both the EU and the Member States have to take into account when bringing their legislatve
corpus into conformity with the data protecton rules and principles. Not for nothing, the
European Parliament (EP) requested by means of a Pilot Project in the EU budget the creaton of
an independent expert group to carry out a fundamental rights review of any existng EU
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legislaton, instrument or agreement with third partes that involves the collecton, retenton,
storage or transfer of personal data. The Pilot Project would establish and support an independent
expert group responsible for reviewing the compliance of EU data collecton instruments and
mechanisms with the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights, with partcular atenton being paid to
the applicaton of the proportonality principle and to an assessment of relevant safeguards for the
fundamental rights to privacy and the protecton of personal data. The four general tasks for the
expert group are:
(1) Cataloguing existng EU legislaton (and any related natonal transpositon laws), lawenforcement instruments and cooperaton, and third-party agreements involving the
collecton, retenton, storage or transfer of personal data;
(2) A legal analysis and fundamental rights review in the light of the most recent EU case law in
the feld of privacy and the protecton of personal data;
(3) Analysing and assessing compound efects of existng EU data collecton programmes, with
a view to identfying potental fundamental rights loopholes and interference with those
rights;
(4) Drawing up specifc policy recommendatons for each element identfed and reviewed.[31]
In a similar vein, the European Commission’s (EC) DG JUST (Directorate-General Justce and
Consumers) has commissioned[32] a research project in which it called for:
(1) The creaton of a catalogue of existng EU legislaton (and any relevant related natonal
transpositon laws), law-enforcement instruments and cooperaton, and third-party
agreements, including those with third countries and internatonal organisatons, involving
the processing (including collecton, retenton, storage or transfer) of personal data.
(2) A fundamental rights review of EU data collecton instruments, in which the legislaton
catalogued will be reviewed against the requirements of the fundamental rights ensured
by the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union (CFR) and the European
Conventon on Human Rights (ECHR), in partcular against the requirements of the case
law on Artcles 7 and 8 of the CFR of the Court of Justce of the European Union and the
case law on Artcle 8 of the ECHR of the European Court of Human Rights.
(3) The review foreseen in Artcle 62(6) of the Police Directve, for which the existng EU acts
on data protecton for police and criminal justce authorites should be examined and
compared with the provisions of the Police Directve.
(4) Drawing up specifc recommendatons for revising the legislatve corpus.[33]
Such reviews seem necessary, but at the same tme, a full and comprehensive revision of the
entre legislatve corpus may be virtually impossible. This artcle will not discuss what the new
rules and principles in the GDPR and the PD are; these include, but are not limited to, the
requirement to perform a Data Protecton Impact Assessment (DPIA), appoint a Data Protecton
Ofcer (DPO) and tghtened rules on the validity of consent.[34] Rather, it starts by stressing that
one of the main goals of the GDPR and the PD is to increase consistency in the data protecton
laws of EU Member States (secton 2). Subsequently, the scope and applicability of these
standards will be discussed (secton 3). Given the wide applicability of the GDPR and the PD, many
legislatve instruments may be afected; so many that consistency between data protecton rules
and other felds of law that incorporate an element of data processing seems hard to achieve
(secton 4). The queston is what kind of consistency the EU achieves through the adopton of the
GDPR and the PD; although it may have a harmonising efect in one partcular feld of law, it may
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result in inconsistency between the data protecton framework and other felds of law (secton 5).
The artcle concludes with some fnal observatons (secton 6).

2. Legal consistency: one of the main objectves of the GDPR and
the PD
There has been a trend of harmonisaton of data protecton rules on a European level. The two
resolutons of the Council of Europe from 1973 and 1974 were quite literally one-pagers and the
Council of Europe merely recommended member states of the CoE to adopt rules to protect the
principles contained in the Resolutons.[35] It was at their discreton to implement sanctons or
rules regarding liability. Only in the Conventon of 1981 was it explicitly provided that ‘[e]ach Party
undertakes to establish appropriate sanctons and remedies for violatons of provisions of
domestc law giving efect to the basic principles for data protecton set out in this chapter.’[36]
The explanatory report to the Conventon stressed that this could either be done through civil,
administratve, or criminal sanctons.[37] Moreover, the Conventon explicitly provided a number
of rules regarding the applicaton and enforcement of the rule on transborder data fows;[38] it
stmulated, inter alia, the cooperaton between states and the natonal Data Protecton Authorites
to assist each other by providing full and detailed informaton of their laws and of data processing
within their borders[39] and it specifed that states and DPAs should assist citzens living abroad,
on the territory of another state.[40] Finally, the Conventon installed a Consultatve Commitee,
[41] which could advise the Commitee of Ministers (CoM) on revising the Conventon.[42]
The adopton of an EU-wide Directve in 1995[43] was aimed at bringing uniformity in the natonal
legislatons of the diferent countries,[44] in order to provide an equal level of protecton,[45] but
also to facilitate the transfer of personal data in Europe.[46] This uniformity was further promoted
by providing further and more detailed rules for cross-border data processing.[47] For example,
personal data may only be transferred to third countries if they have an adequate level of data
protecton, similar to that of the European Union.[48] The Artcle 29 Working Party (WP29) was
installed, consistng of the representatves of all natonal DPAs, and with a broad mandate to give
opinions on almost every aspect of the Directve – on how it should be interpreted, implemented,
and amended, etc.[49] The Directve also specifes that the Commission shall be assisted by a
Commitee composed of the representatves of the Member States when adoptng measures
pursuant to the Directve.[50]
The explicit goal of the GDPR is to further harmonisaton. It stresses that although the DPD sought
to harmonise the protecton of fundamental rights and freedoms of natural persons in respect of
processing actvites and to ensure the free fow of personal data between MSs,[51] technological
developments and globalisaton allows both private companies and public authorites to make use
of personal data on an unprecedented scale in order to pursue their actvites.[52] Those
developments require a strong and more coherent data protecton framework in the EU, backed
by strong enforcement, according to the GDPR.[53] The reason to adopt the GDPR, replacing the
DPD, is to prevent legal uncertainty.
‘The objectves and principles of Directve 95/46/EC remain sound, but it has not prevented
fragmentaton in the implementaton of data protecton across the Union, legal uncertainty or a
widespread public percepton that there are signifcant risks to the protecton of natural persons,
in partcular with regard to online actvity. Diferences in the level of protecton of the rights and
freedoms of natural persons, in partcular the right to the protecton of personal data, with regard
to the processing of personal data in the Member States may prevent the free fow of personal
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data throughout the Union. Those diferences may therefore consttute an obstacle to the pursuit
of economic actvites at the level of the Union, distort competton and impede authorites in the
discharge of their responsibilites under Union law. Such a diference in levels of protecton is due
to the existence of diferences in the implementaton and applicaton of Directve 95/46/EC. In
order to ensure a consistent and high level of protecton of natural persons and to remove the
obstacles to fows of personal data within the Union, the level of protecton of the rights and
freedoms of natural persons with regard to the processing of such data should be equivalent in all
Member States. Consistent and homogenous applicaton of the rules for the protecton of the
fundamental rights and freedoms of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal
data should be ensured throughout the Union. ’[54]
In short, there are three problems with legal consistency the GDPR and PD address.
• First, the lack of harmonisaton of rules on MSs level. There were major diferences in how
MSs had implemented the rules of the DPD and FD in their natonal legislaton. This both
undermined the protecton of rights of natural persons and the transfer of personal data
across the EU, as data processing organisatons stll had to comply with other rules in, say,
Germany than in the Bulgaria. Although MS are stll at the discreton to adopt special rules
for processing sensitve personal data and for felds in which data protecton clashes with
other legal principles,[55] such as the freedom of expression,[56] this problem is addressed
by adoptng a regulaton instead of a directve for the general data protecton framework
and a directve instead of a framework decision for the data protecton principles in the law
enforcement sector.
• Second, the enforcement of the data protecton rules was invested with natonal data
protecton authorites. As a result, there were diferences in how the rules were applied
and violatons sanctoned. Consequently, internatonal companies established themselves
in countries where the regulatory burden was low and the enforcement of the rules was
weak. This problem is tackled by the fact that the GDPR and PD place more emphasis on
enforcing the rules by the EU itself, that there are more possibilites for cooperaton for the
various natonal enforcement bodies and that a so called one-stop-shop mechanism has
been introduced.
• Third, the problem was that companies located outside the EU, in partcular in the United
States of America, lingered in respectng the data protecton principles vis-à-vis EU data
subjects. In additon, foreign law enforcement agencies ofen required EU based
companies, with an establishment outside the EU, to provide access to the personal data in
their possession, when this was deemed necessary for the protecton of natonal security
or public order. The new EU data protecton framework addresses this issue by enlarging
the territorial scope, among others including non-EU based companies that profle EU
citzens or use personal data to ofer goods or services to EU citzens and by specifying that
any ‘judgment of a court or tribunal and any decision of an administratve authority of a
third country requiring a controller or processor to transfer or disclose personal data may
only be recognised or enforceable in any manner if based on an internatonal agreement,
such as a mutual legal assistance treaty, in force between the requestng third country and
the Union or a Member State’.[57]

3. The scope of personal data principles
Member States and the EU must bring their legislatve corpus in conformity with the GDPR and PD.
To understand which instruments will be afected, it is necessary to briefy point out the width of
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the scope and applicability of these instruments. The EU data protecton framework applies when
(1) personal data, (2) are processed, (3) the EU has competence and (4) no excepton is applicable.
First, the scope of ‘personal data’ has grown substantally over tme in Europe. It includes both
informaton about both an identfed and an identfable person and both direct and indirect
identfable informaton. The GPDR contains a non-exhaustve list of potental identfers, such as ‘a
name, an identfcaton number, locaton data, an online identfer or to one or more factors
specifc to the physical, physiological, genetc, mental, economic, cultural or social identty of that
natural person.’[58] The WP29 has clarifed: ‘Ancillary informaton, such as “the man wearing a
black suit” may identfy someone out of the passers-by standing at a trafc light. So, the queston
of whether the individual to whom the informaton relates is identfed or not depends on the
circumstances of the case.’[59] As is acknowledged by the WP29 and is increasingly emphasised by
scholars, the broadened scope of personal data brings with it that potentally all data could be
personal data. Data which at one moment in tme may contain no informaton about specifc
persons whatsoever, may in the future, through the use of advanced techniques, be used to
identfy or single out a person.[60] Moreover, data that may not directly identfy a person can
increasingly be linked to other data points, inter alia by interconnectng and harvestng databases,
and can be used to create profles.[61] Consequently, two or more non-identfying datasets may
become identfying datasets if integrated.[62] It should also be stressed that both in the case law
of both the ECJ and of the ECtHR, meta-data and aggregated data have occasionally also been
provided protecton under the right to privacy and data protecton.[63] That is why many scholars
have argued that in fact, all data are or can become personal data;[64] in additon, the EU has now
proposed a regulaton which will address the transfer of ‘non-personal data’.[65]
Second, the data protecton rules in the GDPR and the PD apply when personal data are
processed. Processing is described inclusively as ‘any operaton or set of operatons which is
performed on personal data or on sets of personal data, whether or not by automated means,
such as collecton, recording, organisaton, structuring, storage, adaptaton or alteraton, retrieval,
consultaton, use, disclosure by transmission, disseminaton or otherwise making available,
alignment or combinaton, restricton, erasure or destructon’.[66] Consequently, even deletng
personal data is considered processing. The GDPR applies to the processing of personal data when
this is done ‘wholly or partly by automated means’. It also applies to the processing, other than by
automated means, of personal data which form part of a fling system or are intended to form part
of a fling system.[67] A fling system is described as any structured set of personal data which are
accessible according to specifc criteria, whether centralised, decentralised or dispersed on a
functonal or geographical basis.[68] Consequently, only a small number of ofine actvites
involving personal data, such as handwriten notes, will not fall under the GDPR. The Regulaton
emphasises the technology neutrality of its applicaton: ‘In order to prevent creatng a serious risk
of circumventon, the protecton of natural persons should be technologically neutral and should
not depend on the techniques used.’[69]
Third, the territorial scope is broadened. Inter alia, the GDPR specifes that the data protecton
principles not only apply to the processing of personal data in the context of the actvites of an
establishment of a controller or a processor in the Union, regardless of whether the processing
takes place in the Union or not, but also to the processing of personal data of data subjects who
are in the Union by a controller or processor not established in the Union, where the processing
actvites are related to the ofering of goods or services, irrespectve of whether a payment of the
data subject is required, to such data subjects in the Union or the monitoring of their behaviour as
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far as their behaviour takes place within the Union.[70] This means that most internet companies
ofering services to EU citzens and/or profling them for advertsing purposes, also those located
in the United States of America (USA) and elsewhere, will need to comply with the principles set
out by the GDPR. The broad applicability of the data protecton principles outside the EU was also
confrmed by the ECJ in Google Spain and Weltmo.[71] In additon, there are new rules on
transborder datafows in both the GDPR and the PD. These will need to be taken into account
when revising and updatng legal instruments and internatonal agreements that may involve
transferring personal data from EU soil to countries outside the EU. The recent Schrems case has
obviously had a big impact on this doctrine. The ECJ invalidated the safe harbour agreement for a
number of reasons.[72] Although a successor to the safe harbour agreement has been adopted,
the Privacy Shield, it is clear that this will be challenged before court.[73] Obviously, the same
principles that the Court has developed for transfer of data to the USA apply to the datafows to
other countries. European instruments that require or facilitate transborder datafows should be
re-evaluated on the relevant points as set out in the case law, in additon to those contained in the
GDPR and the PD. Because many companies and countries cooperate with the EU and EU Member
States, and because data processing is ofen an integral part of that, many companies and
countries will need to abide by the EU data protecton standards. This has been called the
‘Brussels efect’.[74]
Fourth and fnally, although the applicability of the GDPR and the PD is very wide, there are
exemptons. Stll, these exemptons are marginal. Two are of importance. First, when the
processing of personal data takes place in the context of natonal security or common foreign and
security policy of the Union.[75] Also, when data processing is necessary for the public interest,
certain parts of the data protecton framework may be limited, though the majority of the
provisions stll have to be respected.[76] Second, processing personal data for purely personal
reasons by natural persons is exempted from the GDPR.[77]

4. The potental impact on the EU’s and MS’s legislatve corpus
Given the broad scope of the data protecton framework, perhaps not all, but quite a substantal
part of the informaton being processed may fall under the scope of the data protecton
framework. As there is a trend towards data-driven decision making and policy making, most
likely, in a decade or so, almost all actvites will involve data processing one way or the other.[78]
Consequently, repositories containing data should be assessed on the queston of whether they
contain personally identfable informaton. If an EU document or a natonal law, for example,
requires that a ‘register’ should be installed, there is a very high chance that this register will
contain personal data. This may regard a name, home address or social security number, but it
may be enough that there are indirect personal data registered. Essentally the same may be said
about words such as ‘document’, ‘fle’ or ‘record’.
Of course, whether a register, document or fle contains, in fact, personal data needs to be
assessed on a case by case basis. But what is clear is that if the EU and the MSs want to bring their
legislatve corpus into full compliance with the EU data protecton rules, they should at least
analyse the legal instrument containing words such as ‘fle’, ‘document’ and ‘register’, on the point
of whether the new data protecton framework has an impact on it and whether amendments to
the law should be proposed.[79]
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Therefore, the task of cataloguing existng EU legislaton involving the processing of personal data
will concern thousands of legislatve acts. To support this point, Table 1 reports the results of an
inital search in the EUR-lex database,[80] limited to three search terms ‘document’, ‘fle’ and
‘register’ - the fgures are further limited to EU Regulatons, Directves and Decision.
Obviously, not all fles, documents and registers will contain personal data and ‘document’,
‘register’ and ‘fle’ may also be used in those texts as a verb and not as a noun. Moreover, there
are doubles in these numbers, as one directve might for example contain both a reference to a
register and a fle.
On the other hand, these are not all types of instruments that will be relevant, because
internatonal agreements, treates and other legal texts should be included as well. Moreover,
there are other search terms that might be relevant. The exact number of relevant instruments is
not important at this stage. What is important is that the number of instruments that might be
relevant, that might be afected by the GDPR, the PD and/or the case law of the ECJ and the
ECtHR, seems to be quite big.
Register

Document

File

Regulaton

7784 instruments

9927 instruments

2274 instruments

Directve

692 instruments

1293 instruments

643 instruments

Decision
3992 instruments 13466 instruments 2172 instruments
Table 1 Implicit references to the processing of personal data [81]
To provide an example, the frst three hits when searched in Eurlex for ‘register’ are:[82]
•

•

•

Regulaton (EC) No 789/2004 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 21 April
2004 on the transfer of cargo and passenger ships between registers within the Community
and repealing Council Regulaton (EEC) No 613/91.
Regulaton (EC) No 166/2006 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 18 January
2006 concerning the establishment of a European Pollutant Release and Transfer Register
and amending Council Directves 91/689/EEC and 96/61/EC.
Regulaton (EU) 2016/1627 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 14 September
2016 on a multannual recovery plan for bluefn tuna in the eastern Atlantc and the
Mediterranean, and repealing Council Regulaton (EC) No 302/2009.

Neither of these documents refers to ‘personal data’ or to the DPD. But they all do seem to involve
or require the processing of personal data to some extent.
The frst regulaton facilitates the transfer of personal data within EU member states. Its goal ‘ is to
eliminate technical barriers to the transfer of cargo and passenger ships fying the fag of a
Member State between the registers of the Member States while, at the same tme, ensuring a
high level of ship safety and environmental protecton, in accordance with Internatonal
Conventons.’[83] This means that if someone has a boat registered in the United Kingdom (UK)
and wants to register it in France, both countries should in principle facilitate the transfer of the
boat from one register to another. Such registers will contain personal data.
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Figure 1 Part of the applicaton form for registering a ship in Britain

The second regulaton introduces the European Pollutant Emission Register (PRTR), which is a
publicly accessible electronic database. Artcle 4 specifes among others: ‘The Commission shall
publish the European PRTR, presentng the data in both aggregated and non-aggregated forms, so
that releases and transfers can be searched for andidentfed by: (a) facility, including the facility's
parent company where applicable, andits geographical locaton, including the river basin; (b)
actvity; (c) occurrence at Member State orCommunity level; (d) pollutant or waste, as
appropriate; (e) each environmental medium (air, water, land) into which the pollutant is released;
(f) of-site transfers of waste and their destnaton, as appropriate; (g) of-site transfers of
pollutants in waste water; (h) difuse sources; (i) facility owner or operator.’ The owner of the
facility or the operator may be a natural person, in which case it qualifes as personal data. Also, if
the company is, for example, a one-man frm working as an independent contractor, the business
will ofen be named afer the owner, for example Beppe Grillo Limited Company. This would also
qualify as personal data. Finally, in certain cases, ‘the name and address of the recoverer or the
disposer of the waste and the actual recovery or disposal site’ should be reported.[84]
Finally, the third Regulaton, inter alia, requires the keeping of fshing log books. It holds that
fshing logbooks must specify at least dates and ports of departure, dates and ports of arrival, the
vessel's name, register number, ICCAT number, internatonal radio call sign, the fshing gear used,
operatons at sea with one line (minimum) per day of trip, the means of weight measure, and also
the ‘Master's name and address’ and the ‘Master's signature’.[85] This would again qualify as
personal data.
This small sample shows that many EU documents referring to ‘register’ will require or have an
impact on the processing of personal data. This does not mean that these documents need to be
revised in full, but it does mean that if the EU wants to bring its entre legislatve corpus into full
compliance with the new data protecton standards, it has to assess each and every document and
analyse, frst, whether indeed ‘personal data’ are indeed processed and second, assess whether
the data protecton rules and principles are upheld and whether the new rules in the GDPR or the
PD, such as the obligaton to do a DPIA or install a DPO or whether the tghtened rules on the
legitmacy of the data subject’s consent have been respected. Essentally the same counts for the
legislatve corpus of the EU Member States, which means that a full review of 28 legal systems
must be brought about. Instruments impactng the GDPR and/or the PD, such as potentally the
new e-Privacy Regulaton (EPR),[86] need to be identfed as well as the potental changes they
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bring about with regard to the data protecton framework. In additon, the judgments of the ECJ
and the ECtHR having an impact on the interpretaton of the DPD, FD, GDPR and PD should be
identfed and analysed.

Direct
references

Reference to Reference to Reference to Reference to Reference to
“95/46”
“2008/977” “2016/679” “2016/680” “personal
data”

ECJ[87]

220 cases

4 cases

10 cases

6 cases

545 cases

ECtHR[88]

96 cases

2 cases

4 cases

0 cases

1065 cases

Table 2: Direct reference in case law to primary data protecton instruments and ‘personal data’[89]

Indirect
reference

Reference Reference
to
to “fle”
“document”

Reference to Reference Reference to
“informaton to “record” “register”
”

ECJ

13963 cases 8222 cases

18436 cases 4319 cases

11638 cases

ECtHR

8135 cases

8055 cases

1507 cases

6732 cases

3680 cases

Table 3: Indirect reference through the words ‘document, ‘fle’, informaton’, ‘record’ and ‘register’[90]

Both on EU and MSs level, the documents, instruments and laws that require or afect the
processing of personal data, either directly or indirectly, such as by requiring fles, registers,
documents or other items containing personal data, should be identfed, and it should be
analysed to what extent the new rules of the GDPR and the PD, potentally complemented by the
standards as described in the recent judgements of the ECJ and the ECtHR, require a revision of
the documents, instruments or laws at EU or MSs level.
Although both the GDPR and the PD contain provisions on the mapping of legal instruments
afected by the new data protecton framework, and although both the EP and the EC have started
initatves to bring those instruments into conformity with the new standards, it may be almost
impossible to achieve harmonisaton on this point. Rather, it seems that given the fact that there is
a trend to work with data both in the private and the public sector and because the concepts of
personal data and processing are so wide, in tme, almost every instrument that requires or
regulates the processing of data, whether directly referring to the processing of personal data or
indirectly, by referring to a register, fle or document, may need to be revised and updated. This
means that although the GDPR and the PD may have a positve efect on the harmonisaton of the
data protecton provisions both on MSs level, EU level and even on a global level, it may have a
negatve efect on the consistency vis-à-vis other sectors of law.[91]

5. Legal consistency
Legal consistency is regarded as a prerequisite for legal certainty, which is deemed one of the
pillars of the Rule of Law.[92] Without consistency, citzens and organisatons alike do not know
which rules apply to them and remain in the dark on how conficts between rules must be
resolved.[93] Hence, inconsistent laws or an inconsistent applicaton of the law is deemed unjust
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vis-a-vis the subjects of the law.[94] ‘Inconsistency is one of the most frequent manifestatons of
unfairness that a person is likely to meet.’[95] As such, the goal of the EU in the feld of data
protecton must be understood in a broader strategy to enhance legal consistency and
harmonisaton on an EU and MSs level.[96]
The aim of legal consistency is also embedded in the Treaty on the Functoning of the European
Union (TFEU). Artcle 3 provides the domains in which the EU has exclusive competence and
specifes that the EU ‘shall also have exclusive competence for the conclusion of an internatonal
agreement when its conclusion is provided for in a legislatve act of the Union or is necessary to
enable the Union to exercise its internal competence, or in so far as its conclusion may afect
common rules or alter their scope.’[97] And Artcle 7 explicitly contains the general principle of
legal consistency: ‘The Union shall ensure consistency between its policies and actvites, taking all
of its objectves into account and in accordance with the principle of conferral of powers.’
Consistency of policies and laws is emphasised in 11 other artcles in the TFEU[98] and a whole
ttle is devoted to the subject of enhanced cooperaton.
Stll, there is no standard defniton of or common approach to what legal consistency means or
how it can be achieved. For example, consistency and coherence are ofen seen as twin-concepts.
‘In the literal sense, though, consistency does not necessarily denote coherence and vice versa. In
EU law, consistency is ofen defned as ‘the absence of contradictons, whereas coherence refers
to positve connectons’. While recognising that EU policies shall be both consistent and coherent,
[consistency can be referred to] as an all-encompassing principle rather than a preconditon to
coherence.’[99]
Among others, Lon Fuller describes consistency as one of the eight ground rules for good lawmaking, but also stresses that it ‘is rather obvious that avoiding inadvertent contradictons in the
law may demand a good deal of painstaking care on the part of the legislator. What is not so
obvious is that there can be difculty in knowing when a contradicton exists, or how in abstract
terms one should defne a contradicton. It is generally assumed that the problem is simply one of
logic. A contradicton is something that violates the law of identty by which A cannot be not-A.
This formal principle, however, if it has any value at all, has none whatever in dealing with
contradictory laws.’[100]
The push for legal consistency may even come into confict with the so-called ‘subsidiarity
principle’ on EU. ‘The principle of subsidiarity is defned in Artcle 5 of the Treaty on European
Union. It aims to ensure that decisions are taken as closely as possible to the citzen and that
constant checks are made to verify that acton at EU level is justfed in light of the possibilites
available at natonal, regional or local level. Specifcally, it is the principle whereby the EU does not
take acton (except in the areas that fall within its exclusive competence), unless it is more
efectve than acton taken at natonal, regional or local level. It is closely bound up with the
principle of proportonality, which requires that any acton by the EU should not go beyond what is
necessary to achieve the objectves of the Treates.’[101]
Consequently, uniformity and consistency seem to come at the price of fexibility and openness. As
the law can never fully foresee all potental aspects afected by a law nor specify in detail how
general rules should be applied to specifc circumstances, the law necessarily contains an element
of openness and fexibility. The law maker sets the general standards, the court interprets how
such general rules apply to specifc instances. The push towards harmonisaton and legal
consistency can mean that the essental beneft of having open standards and norms in laws is
lost. In additon, natonal democracy can be curtailed by such an EU agenda.
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More importantly, legal consistency is not a fat and one sided concept, it is complex and
multfaceted. In the EU context, at least two aspects should be distnguished:
•

First, there is formal consistency and material consistency.
◦ Material consistency is consistency on content of rules. This can be achieved if the EU
adopts concrete standards that should be respected by all MSs. An example may be:
‘Each MS may import no more than 20 kilo of Ivory per year’.
◦ Formal consistency can be achieved by having open norms, allowing for exceptons. A
formulaton could be as follows: ‘MSs should endeavor to promote a clean and healthy
living environment, while keeping in mind the country’s economic well-being.’ MSs can
then adopt their own interpretaton of such a norm or keep a broad and open ended
formulaton in their natonal law.

•

Second, there is vertcal and horizontal consistency.
◦ Vertcal consistency exists when, in one feld of law, there is consistency between the
local and natonal level and the EU legislatve level. The EU might invest in harmonising
all MSs laws on a partcular aspect or legal domain, such as consumer law, car safety or
access to telephony. It may, however, leave open the relatonship of such legal
instruments vis-à-vis other sectors of law. A typical example may be found in the
Directve on the Re-Use of Public Sector Informaton, which ‘leaves intact and in no way
afects the level of protecton of individuals with regard to the processing of personal
data under the provisions of Unionand natonal law, and in partcular does not alter the
obligatons and rights set out in Directve 95/46/EC.’[102]
◦ Horizontal consistency exists when there is consistency between felds of law at one
level of regulaton, for example MSs level, or EU regulatory level, such as between data
protecton and other felds of law. Here, the EU or MSs can invest in stpulatng in detail
how various laws and legal principles relate to each other and should be interpreted in
practce. Traditonally, such is done more ofen at MSs level than on EU level, but there
is no reason why this should be the case per sé.
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6. Conclusion
If the division between material and formal and between vertcal and horizontal consistency is
adopted as the lens through which to judge the approach taken by the EU when adoptng the
GDPR and the PD, it seems that it is moving towards both material and vertcal consistency, while
is seems willing to sacrifce formal and in partcular horizontal consistency. A few observatons to
support this claim:
•

A clear historical line can be discerned in the European data protecton instruments away
from open norms and towards laws that specify in detail which rights and obligatons data
subjects and data controllers have. In plain numbers, the two Resolutons from 1973 and
1974 contained 8 and 10 artcles respectvely. The Conventon (1981) contained 27
provisions, the Directve (1995) 34 and the proposed Regulaton (2016) 99. While the two
Resolutons were literally one-pagers, the proposed Regulaton consists of almost 100
pages.

•

The inital Resolutons of the Council of Europe were code of conduct like documents,
containing dutes of care for data controllers, merely recommending the Member States of
the CoE to adopt rules to protect the principles contained in the Resolutons. It was at their
liberty to implement sanctons or rules regarding liability. The subsequent Conventon
already brought more vertcal consistency and the Directve from 1995 aimed specifcally at
bringing uniformity in the natonal laws of the various MSs. A Regulaton is the type of
instrument that leaves the least room for MSs to interpret their own rules and
interpretaton of the provisions contained in the instrument, among others, because a
Regulaton has direct efect. Although under the GDPR, Member States are at liberty to
adopt natonal rules on the processing of sensitve data and special regimes for the
processing of personal data for reasons of public interest, even these special regimes need
to incorporate the rules of the GDPR in almost every aspect.[103]

•

The enforcement of the rules has moved more and more to a European level. The two
Resolutons of the Council of Europe lef it at the discreton of MSs to implement sanctons
or rules regarding liability. Only in the Conventon of 1981 was it explicitly provided that:
‘Each Party undertakes to establish appropriate sanctons and remedies for violatons of
provisions of domestc law giving efect to the basic principles for data protecton set out in
this chapter.’[104] Moreover, the Conventon explicitly provided a number of rules
regarding the applicaton and enforcement of the rule on transborder data fows,[105] the
cooperaton between states and the natonal Data Protecton Authorites.[106] With the
EU Directve, cooperaton between MSs was brought a step further and partal powers
were transferred to EU organs. The Working Party was installed and the European
Commission was granted a role, both with regard to adoptng adequacy decisions[107] and
with reviewing the applicaton of the DPD on natonal level.[108] With the Regulaton, the
enforcement of the rules is brought on a EU level even more, among others by replacing
the WP29 with the EDPB, which has more powers and tasks, by grantng a bigger role for
the European Commission and by laying down a one stop shop mechanism.

•

A fnal example is the legal basis for the EU instruments. The legal basis of the Data
Protecton Directve was the regulaton of the internal market, namely Artcle 100a of the
Treaty Establishing the European Community, which specifed that measures shall be
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adopted for the approximaton of the provisions laid down by law, regulaton or
administratve acton in Member States which have as their object the establishing and
functoning of the internal market. For the GDPR, the legal basis is no longer found in the
regulaton of the internal market, but in the protecton of the right to data protecton, as
specifed in Artcle 16 of the Treaty on the Functoning of the European Union.
Consequently, in the EU, data protecton is now protected on the highest level; it is seen as
a fundamental right as contained in the Charter of Fundamental rights and the EU has an
explicit mandate to regulate the feld of data protecton established by the Treaty, which is
unique compared to other fundamental rights. The GDPR and the PD must be seen as an
implementaton of the fundamental right to data protecton, as laid down in the Charter
and the Treaty. This limits the margin of appreciaton of MSs to an even further extent,
giving the ECJ ultmate power to decide over the validity of both MSs and EU legislaton in
the feld of data protecton.
In conclusion, it is clear that European data protecton rules have focused more and more on
material consistency. Although the GDPR and the PD stll primarily consist of open norms and
broad exceptons, it is incomparable to the level of openness of the earlier instruments. In
partcular, the EU has endeavored to achieve vertcal consistency in the feld of data protecton. As
this artcle has shown, this comes at the cost not only of various other legal values, but also of
what may be called horizontal consistency, or the existence of uniformity between the rules in the
diferent felds of law. The EU has provided no further guidelines or principles on how such a
horizontal consistency could be achieved. Although the European Commission and the Parliament
have initated projects that should map the various instruments potentally afected by the GDPR
and the PD, it is clear that it will be almost impossible to check every legal instrument on EU and
MS level that might require the processing of personal data on the queston of whether the GDPR
or the PD apply and if so, whether all provisions contained therein have been respected.
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